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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
Ar. Anand Palaye

Dear Fellow Architects, Members and Readers,
We are pleased to present a collection of papers and articles on a variety of subjects integral
to architecture.
Ar. Rajesh Shukla and Dr. Saumya Shukla present a detailed study of ecological relationship
between an existing dam and a lake in the Aravalli Hills.
Ar. Abhay Pawar has presented a review of Policies for Affordable Housing in India that
tables pointers to what needs to be done.
Prof. Ar. Dakshayini Patil and Dr. Mamatha Raj have made a case study on design principles
involved in walkable Urban neighbourhoods.
Ar. Dr. Supriya Nene presents a study of 'Pols of Ahmedabad' highlighting finer aspects
traditional neighbourhood settlements.
Ar. Dr. Sharmila Jagadisan and Ar. K. Lavanya bring out the traditional architecture in the
case study of Kadanga Marur Village.
Ar. Moumita Majumdar, Prof. Sanghamitra Sarkar and Dr. Sanjib Nag have written a paper
on a live case study of utilising a river to revitalize urban transport in a case study of Kolkata.
Ar. Mukul Kulkarni presents an interesting project of office interior that imbibes the
concept of open plan office.
We are sure our readers will find these articles interesting.

Ar. Anand Palaye
Chairman - Publication Board & Executive Editor, JIIA
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Ar. Divya Kush

Dear Fellow Architects,
Warm Greetings,
You must have received & liked the June issue of the JIIA covering the events of the
IIA Centenary Celebration & Arcasia 2017 at Jaipur which was inaugurated by
Shri Venkaiah Naidu, the then Minister of Urban Affairs & now Hon'ble Vice President of
India.
This issue of the Journal covers wide range of topics which include Ecological Relationship
of Built Forms with Natural Features, Affordable Housing Policies, Design Principles for
Walkable Urban Neighborhoods, Traditional Architecture of Kodavas, Water Front
Development & Interiors authored by distinguished academics & professionals.
I am sure this issue will prove to be very interesting & informative for the readers.

Ar. Divya Kush
President,
The Indian Institute of Architects
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Studying the Ecological Relationship Between Surajkund,
Anangpur Dam & The Aravalli Hills - Faridabad, Haryana
Ar. Rajesh Shukla - Email : qla.india@gmail.com
Ar. Rajesh Shukla completed his Master’s degree in Landscape Architecture from School of Planning
& Architecture, New Delhi in year 1989. He established his consultancy firm “Quintessence” soon
after & since then he has been actively involved in a variety of projects throughout the country
pertaining to Environmental analysis, Development planning, Landscape architecture, Land
management, Heritage & Ecology. Many National & International level design competitions have
been won by him. He is also a Member of the Technical Expert committee NABET working towards
developing an accreditation scheme for Qualified Building Environment Auditors incorporating
instructions issued by the MoEF, Government of India.
Dr. Saumya Shukla - Email : saumyashukla.du@gmail.com
Dr. Saumya Shukla is Assistant Professor of Economics at MAC, Delhi University, and has a teaching
experience of over 27 years. She graduated in Economics (H) from LSR, Delhi University & obtained
her MA & MPhil degrees from CESP, JNU. She was awarded the PhD degree for her work on the
Economics of Green Buildings in India, with special reference to LEEDs guidelines at the Department
of Business Economics, Delhi University.

A major disaster is silently unfolding behind the widely known
Surajkund mela grounds, south of Delhi in Faridabad, Haryana.
The site has two most early & significant historical structures
of Delhi dating back to 8th and 10th Century which are
completely ignored & not even accessible now. While
Anangpur dam was built by Tomar King Anangpal who is also
credited with carrying out the initial fortification of Lal kot,
Surajkund was built by Tomar king Surajpal in the 10th
century. The two structures are finest examples of wisdom of
the Rulers, who realized the strategic importance of Aravallis
from defense perspective, understood the potential and
limitations of the region (of being a fragile ecosystem) and
built the first rain water harvesting structure to support the
population.

hills with an amphitheater shaped embankment. Its bed is
about 130m in diameter. Towards the west side of the Kund ,
on an elevated platform stood a Sun temple. Though the
temple no longer exists, the kund side walls and steps are well
protected. Dry bed of the kund has become symbolic of the
degradation of the environment. This region is the Quartzite
table band of the Aravallis in Tughlaqabad-Gurgaon stretch
with an average elevation of 243m above sea level.

Surajkund (Fig.- 1), literally meaning “Lake of the Sun” is an
ancient artificial reservoir built in the backdrop of the Aravalli

Anangpur dam (Fig.-2)- 103m long, 12m high & 20m wide was
designed & built with least damage to the nature and created a
vast lake (nearly 300 hectares) formed by the impounding
waters, shaped by the topography and had a large catchment
area of the Aravallis. It is quite likely that the underground
aquifers created springs which fed the kund, 28 feet below.
Drying of the recharge area has dried the kund.

Fig. 1 - Surajkund

Fig. 2 - Anangpur Dam
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Fig. 6 - Plan of Surajkund as seen today. (Source: Google Earth Pro)
OBSERVATIONS :• Assuming that Storm water was fed into the Kund is
invalid since no such inlet was found.
• The bed of Kund has not been tampered much & hence
retention of water or infiltration rate may not have
changed drastically.
• A prominent hotel has come up right in front, affecting
the skyline of the historic structures.

Fig. 3 - Historical Map of Delhi
Photo source : http://www.columbia.edu

Today the lake is nowhere visible, and the dam can only be
reached with difficulty. Even the ASI notifications have been
erased and it presents a dry bed. The lake bed upstream has
become plotted and roads, houses have been built over it.
Downstream, the agricultural fields have destroyed the
topography (Fig.- 4 & 5). The study tries to find the reasons,
which has led to the drying of the two structures- reservoir of
Anangpur dam & Surajkund, despite heavy rains in the past.

the Aravallis and how the understanding of this region on the
basis of watershed analysis can help restore the ecosystems
that have been disturbed by various human activities and
incorrect planning policies.
Along with the two structures, even the peacock lake adjacent
to Surajkund has become dry due to various reasons such as
Illegal mining, encroachment, eutrophication of lake, Invasive
plant species, unchecked exploitation of ground water etc.

The study also focuses on understanding and re-establishing
the relationship which existed between these structures and

Fig. 4 - The agricultural fields have destroyed the topography

Fig. 7

Fig. 5 - The agricultural fields have destroyed the topography

Fig. 8
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The reasons why the two structures have become symbolic of
the environmental deterioration should be a reason for
concern. They are not merely pointing towards one aspect of
water but are indicative of widespread destruction of the
Aravallis. Even Badkal Lake today faces the same problems and
is on the verge of being dead. The study points out that the
only way to restore the problem is to restore the ecosystem
which once supported it. This model based on watershed
analysis would foster protection of the Aravallis.
Already efforts are being made to restore the Aravallis. The
study can help planners identify the root cause and
methodology for protection of history sited in sensitive zones.
The aim is to understand how these historical structures have
become indicators of environmental degradation of the
Aravallis and how their conservation is important and involves
conservation of entire watershed of these structures along
with restoring the Aravalli ecosystem. Understanding how our
rulers understood the importance of the fragile ecosystem of
the Aravalli and the wisdom with which they interacted with
nature is best explained by studying the Anangpur dam, its
reservoir and Surajkund.
Anangpur dam proves that it was extremely well designed and
well-built. It is 103m in length and 12m in height & 20m wide .
Considering that major dams were designed for a life of 100
years, Anangpur dam has stood since 8th Century.
"Investigations carried out proved that the design is far
superior to modern day from the perspective of Storage
capacity, water spread area, foundation design, run-off
pattern, water tightness of reservoir basin, hydrograph of
worst flood etc."
(Source:- Dams- An engineering analysis of alternatives, Indian
Journal of History of Sciences 34(4), 1999 by Sandeep Garg).

Fig. 9 - Plan of Dam as seen today (Source : Google Earth Pro)
The Aravallis are one of the oldest mountain systems in the
world having evolved 1500 million years. For centuries they
have helped as a green barrier and a shield against
desertification. They have helped in recharge of ground water,
holding of forest water, control of air pollution, providing
habitat of wild life and indigenous plant species.
However in the last three decades, maximum destruction has
taken place. Barren lands, degraded forest, loss of soil cover,
filling of natural lakes, lack of wildlife and native plant life are
symbol of bad planning. Extensive deforestation of valleys and
foothills of Aravallis causing widespread erosion. Mining
tempers with the hydrology of the area which has been
established over centuries. Mined areas often puncture
aquifers to get loose sand below the quartzite rocks. Water
from aquifers now drains out into empty mine pits leading to
massive evaporation of water. Since the quartzite bed rock
does not have porosity, the exposed mine surfaces are non
permeable and water harvesting does not happen.

"The 'traditional' science, wherein the study of sideeffects is intrinsic to the solution being obtained, is
contrasted with 'modern' science wherein the study
of side-effects is not intrinsic to the solution"

Fig. 11 - Lake Bed
Upstream

Fig. 10 - Lake Bed
Downstream

Fig. 12 - Schematic section of the dam
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PA R A M E T E R S F O R S I T I N G &
DESIGNING A DAM
• Water-tightness of surrounding
hills
• Storage capacity
• Water spread area
• Basin water tightness
• Run-off patterns
• Narrowness of valley at proposed
Dam site
• Liability of region to earthquake
Material availability
• Impact downstream
Fig. 13 - SOURCE : Indian Journal of History & Science 34(4), 1999)
WATERSHED ANALYSIS THROUGH CENTURIES
Surajkund

Surajkund

Anangpur lake

Anangpur lake
Anangpur
Dam

&

Anangpur
Dam

&

Overall Watershed Area
of Anangpur Dam

Overall Watershed Area
of Anangpur Dam

Fig. 14 - Anangpur Lake in 8th Century as per the terrain,
with reference to the maximum Dam height (+763 feet)

Fig. 15 - Anangpur Lake in mid 20th Century showing the
shrunk lake

Other problems include conversion of lake beds into
agricultural fields (Fig.- 18), affect on natural flow of water by
new constructions like hotels and other plotted developments
(Fig.- 19). Vegetation like Prosopis juliflora has destroyed the
native vegetation and dried the wetlands (Fig.- 20). Initially
this tree belonging to South America & Caribbean islands was
seen to be an ideal tree for drought prone areas. It provided
fuel wood & fodder. But it was later observed that its ability to
tolerate arid conditions & saline soil makes it extremely
invasive. Its roots can go up to 15m depth & has increasingly
dried the wetlands & soil moisture. The leaves are acidic &

over a period of time makes soil unfit for the growth of other
vegetation. The major associated problem in this region is
deep mining for coarse sand (Fig.- 21). Sand is available in
great depth under the rocky strata. This also happens to be the
area which held confined aquifers. Mining for sand has
exposed these aquifers since the strata does not facilitate
infiltration of water into ground. The water forming large lakes
is soon polluted, illegally pumped out or evaporated into the
atmosphere. Indiscriminate pumping of ground water
through bore-wells has resulted in dropping water table.

JULY 2018
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Tughlaqabad lake
Surajkund

Anangpur
Dam

Fig. 18

Fig. 19
Badhkal lake

Fig. 16 - Anangpur lake in current times,
showing the dry lake & hence dry Surajkund
Lakes and reservoirs and their respective watersheds are
under different agencies without any co-ordination. No policy
to scientifically plan for water, Mining of quartzite and sand.
No effort made to restore mined areas which were often
illegal. The Supreme court of India had banned the mining
activities in year 1996, but they have not stopped because the
boundary mapping of Aravallis has not been properly defined.
Faridabad Draft Development Plan mentions the area around
Surajkund as Natural Conservation Zone. However the extent
of village land and issue of chhota Arangpur village which sits
over the dry bed of the historical lake is not addressed.
Proposed activities in the NCZ provided in Draft development
plan may include agriculture, horticulture, social forestry,

Silted portion of the lake

Historical lake, now
silted & encroached

ANANGPUR VILLAGE

Unconfined Aquif
er

Fig. 20

Fig. 21
Sun temple,
now missing

ANANGPUR
Dry bed, encroached
DAM
upon by villagers

SURAJKUND

Unconfined Aquifer
Quartzite bed

By 1950, 50% lake was encroached
Historical extent of the lake

Fig. 17 - Schematic section showing the historical structures & their possible Ecological relationship
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Asola wildlife
sanctuary

Surajkund
Special
Zone-1

DELHI
FARIDABAD

Anangpur
Village

NATIONAL
CONSERVATION
ZONE (NCZ)
Fig. 23
The Special zone marked for
built development should
be merged with the NCZ.

Badhkal lake

Fig. 22 - Faridabad Draft Development Plan - 2031

plantation and regional recreational activities with no
construction exceeding 0.5% of the area. It is extremely
important to enforce this since both cities of Faridabad and
Gurgaon are dependent on ground water for over 60% of their
requirements, protection of Aravalli being the only major
recharge area for the region becomes very important. This
plan earmarks Special Zone- 1 is for Institutional, Offices,
Recreational & Commercial buildings. These are unsuitable
land uses since the zone falls right into the catchment area of
the Anagpur dam. Also, NCZ of Faridabad should be clubbed
with the Asola Wildlife sanctuary to make it a comprehensive
ecological establishment. The only way to restore the problem
is to restore the ecosystem which once supported it. This
requires strict implementation of recommended policy
guidelines.
Lack of understanding of the ecology of the region which
includes the lakes, watershed areas, hydro geology along with
fragile vegetation and soil cover of Aravallis and their
indiscriminate exploitation has led to a crisis which has
impacted the life in the city of Faridabad and Gurgaon.
Necessary tasks need to be carried out before any future
planning exercise is done. Broad Policies & Solutions for the
future which are needed for immediate implementation are :JULY 2018

The historical lake must
be cleared of fields and
construction.

•

Carry out aquifer mapping of the region.

•

Since Aravallis are categorized as forest lands, their
proper mapping to establish the extent is of most
importance.

•

Both the lake and its watershed area should be brought
under single government agency.

•

Further land use change, mining, encroachments must
be stopped till the ecological plan is made based on
findings.

•

Indiscriminate pumping of ground water whether for
mining or construction must be stopped. All tube wells
must be mapped and overall availability of ground water
must be assessed. Exercise to be carried out in a
systematic planned manner.

Fig. 24 - Surajkund to be restored to its former glory
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•

Rehabilitation of mines to improve recharge of ground,
prevent evaporative losses and convert them into wide
range of ecosystems.

•

Maximum damage has been caused by plant species
Prosopis juliflora (as they are cause of disappearing wet
lands due to deep root system). They have to be gradually
removed and afforestation of native vegetation at
Aravallis should happen.

•

Establishment of wide range of ecosystems includes
trees, shrubs, grasslands and depleting soil must be
protected.

•

Mining cannot be banned completely. Above studies and
rehabilitation of old mines can help identify pockets
where controlled mining can be done in legal way. In
future any atrocity that adds to depleting water
resources due to high demands must be stopped.
Blasting must be completely banned especially for
Mining & construction.

•

A timeline needs to be established so that hotels, resorts
which have come up in close vicinity to a 10th century
structure can be removed in a planned manner.

•

Reconstruction of sun temple which was present in the
elevated west fortified area can also happen after proper
study and documentation.

•

There should be a connectivity of green cover between
Asola wildlife sanctuary and fronts of Aravalli
surrounding the kund and dam.

•

The historical lake which existed due to Anangpur dam
must be cleared of fields and construction. The area
should be de-silted to improve catchment and soil can be
used to rehabilitate the stone quarries. Likewise,
Peacock lake must be also be restored with surrounding
vegetation.

•

Ground water springs had earlier fed the kund. Once the
Anangpur dam is restored, it is likely that the kund will
also retain water round the year. Even the second spring
in the vicinity Siddhi kund can become a destination.
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Review of Policies for Affordable Housing in India
Ar. Abhay Anil Pawar - Email : abhayanilpawar@gmail.com
Ar. Abhay Anil Pawar, is architect, urban designer, urban and regional planner, and academician. He
has more than eighteen years of professional experience and more than twelve years of experience
in academics. He did 'Master of City Planning' from University of Pennsylvania, USA, 'Master of
Urban Design' from Center for Environmental Planning and Technology - CEPT, and Bachelor of
Architecture, from B.K.P.S. College of Architecture, University of Pune. He has been awarded with
the Prestigious Ford Foundation International Fellowship - FFIFP; Chair's Merit Scholarship,
Department of City Planning, Penn Design, U Penn and Graduate Aptitude Test of Engineering- GATE
Scholarship, Ministry of Human Resources, India. Abhay Anil Pawar, is Professor and PhD Scholar, at
Dr. Bhanuben Nanavati College of Architecture - BNCA, PhD Centre affiliated to Savitribai Phule Pune
University,- SPPU.
ABSTRACT : Addressing the crisis of homelessness has been on the agenda of every government, both at the center and in every
state, since independence of India in year 1947. Yet, seventy one years after independence, almost every metropolitan city, and
growing urban agglomerations in our nation is facing shortage of housing that can be termed as 'affordable' to the economic
classes such as middle income group - MIG, low income group - LIG, economically weaker section - EWS and below poverty line BPL of our society. This probably has resulted in growth of slums and squatter settlements. Though there are various national
and state level policies, programs and schemes, for the affordable housing, their implementation remains an important
concern. There are many factors which have created a large backlog of affordable housing, especially in urban India. With
above background, this paper is an attempt to review affordable housing policies in India with respect to their strengths and
weakness.
KEYWORDS : Affordable Housing | Policy | Implementation | Stakeholders.
1.0 Introduction
Growth of the Indian economy leading to urbanization is
creating stress on existing infrastructure along with housing
shortage. Scenario of Housing is far from acceptable and
worsening in steadily (Institute of Town Planners, India). The
purchasing power of the even MIG does not match with the
available dwelling units' – DU's costs for this economic sector
leading to the concern of housing affordability. Ninety nine
percentage shortage of affordable housing in India is in the
EWS (Gopalan & Venkatraman, 2015). The ever increasing
demand supply gap in the affordable housing has resulted in
slums and informal housing. Maintenance cost per housing
unit is neglected (Deloitte, UK, 2016), which is an important
aspect in the planning of the slums or any affordable housing
scheme these days lead to either deterioration of housing or
create vertical slums (Gopalan & Venkatraman, 2015). By now,
this situation exists almost in all cities in India and all over the
world (Davis, 2006). Private sector with its limitations fails to
create adequate DUs to address the demand and growing
demand supply gap (Diamond, 2009). With the above
scenario, this paper attempts to review the policy framework
for Affordable Housing in India. Policies of Housing have roots
in 'housing the poor' and 'affordable housing' (Simons, 1988).
Review of Policies for Affordable Housing and its various
aspects related to effective implementation will help in
improving the policies related to it. This paper discusses
various aspects of implementation of Affordable Housing in
India to improve the effective implementation.
JULY 2018

2.0 Theoretical Foundation for Policies related to
Affordable Housing in India
Housing Researchers may relate to existing housing theories
to understand the housing process (Allen & Gurney, 1997).
Hence to theorize Policy, shall be foundation; because 'there
are not housing theories, but rather theories for
housing' (Allen & Gurney, 1997).
1.

[Housing] 'Filtering Theory 'by Olsen (Olsen, September,
1969) emphasizes upon, 'Increase supply and it will
automatically percolate to the lower strata.

2.

John Turner's model of 'Self-Help Housing 'was largely
from his experiences in Latin American Cities. This model
was first introduced by Ar. Christopher Charles Benninger
in City of Baroda and Chennai in 1973, India (CCBA,
2018). Later, Dr. B. V. Doshi adopted in Aranya Housing
Project in City of Indore in the early 1980s (Aga Khan
Development Network, 2018).

3.

Keare and Parris's model of, 'Housing as Bundle of
Services' (Keare& Parris, 1982) argues that housing is a
complex bundle of technically independent attributes.

4.

John Rawls' 'Theory of Justice 'incorporated the justice
elements in goals of policy, strategies execution and
criteria of assessment in housing policies via subsidy
cross subsidy to maintain the social harmony and peace.

Based on above theoretical enquiry into housing theory the
housing policies can be theoretically grouped under various
approaches as tabulated in Table No. 1.
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Table No. 1 : Summary of Policies Related to Affordable Housing in India
Sr.
No.

Housing Theory |
Approach

Approaches' Example

Name of the Housing Policy in India

1

Housing Filtering

Increase Supply | Supply Side Subsidies |
Incentives to developer

Five Year Plans | Special Township Policy
[2002 - till date] | Foreign Direct Investment
FDI in Real Estate| PMAY [U]: Affordable
Housing Project - AHP

2

Self-help Housing

Site and Services Schemes |
Urban Community Development Projects

Site and Services | Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojana [ Urban ] - PMAY [U] : Beneficiary Led
Individual House Construction

3

Housing as Bundle
of Services

Slum [Environment] Improvement Schemes |
Basic Services to Urban Poor- BSUP [under
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal
Mission - JnNURM and Rajiv Awas Yojana-RAY,
Slum Free City Plan of Action - SFCPoA
(Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty
Alleviation, Government of India, 2013)]

Urban Basic Services for the Poor - UBSP,
1990 | Basic Services to Urban Poor- BSUP
(JnNURM Directorate, Ministry of Urban
Housing and Poverty Alleviation, 2010)|
Addressing concerns of Sanitation under
Swacha Bharat Abhiyan [Clean India
Movement] (PM India , 2014)
(Shelter Associates, 2015)

4

Justice Approach |
Subsidy

Demand Side Subsidy to Beneficiary|
Income Tax Benefits for Housing Finance

Credit Link Subsidy| Urban Land Ceiling Act
[and Control Regulation] Act - ULCRA
(Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty
Alleviation Government of India, 2016) |
Income Tax Act 1961: Section 35D and
Section 80 [amendments in year 1987]
(Lall, 1987)

5

Justice Approach |
Cross Subsidy

20 percent 'provision of Affordable Housing'
for plots more than 200 Sq. M. (Pune Municipal
Corporation, 2018)| Slum Rehabilitation
Authority - S.R.A. Project

Inclusive Housing Policy by State Government
of Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, etc. | [Series of] Slum Acts,
[mainly Slum Act, 1971]

Provision for 20 percent of the residential
development 'land sub division of admeasuring
2,000 Sq. M. and layout of the land measuring
2,000 Sq. M.'
6

Justice Approach |
Direct

Social Housing Schemes | Slum clearance and
Relocation | Free Resources sharing such as
land, housing unit, etc. | Slum Relocation

Maharashtra Housing and Area Development
Authority - MHADA Housing| Tenure Security
schemes such as Patta Scheme in State of
Odisha (Law Department,
Odisha Gazette, 2017)

3.0 Policies in India
Policies may be reviewed with Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, Mulderrig, & Wodak, 2011 ). Discourse analysis is analysis of
how texts work within socio-cultural practice (Fairclough, Mulderrig, & Wodak, 2011 ).This section of the paper summarizes the
central and state housing policies and its various sub-systems. The known history of Indian Housing Policies [as well as in State of
Maharashtra as a case of State] pre-independence and post- independence of India is as mentioned in Table No. 2.
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Table No. 2 : Policies related to Housing in India
Central

Constitution of India

1951

Five Year Plans

Updated

[Draft] National Housing Policy - NHP

1988

National Housing Policy - NHP

1998

National Urban Housing and Habitat -NUHHP

2007

Rajiv Awas Yojana - RAY

2013

Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana[Urban]- PMAY [U]

2015

Central and State

Supporting Legislation and Government Policies for Housing

Updated

[Case of] State

State Housing Policy

2007

[of Maharashtra]

Local

Model State Affordable Housing Policy for Urban Areas - MSAHP

2015

[Maharashtra] State New Housing Policy and Action Plan - MSNHPAP
(Ministry of Urban Development and Housing, Government of Maharashtra, 2015)

2015

Development Plan - DP Provisions

Updated

Development Control Regulations - DCR

Updated

Constitution of India's directive continues as per article 38[1]
of to strive to provide its people basic socio-economic
necessities such as food, clothing, and shelter and so on. Five
Year Plan Policy guided the housing activities in India; and
clearly there was absence of any policy, which will cover all
aspects of housing (Institute of Town Planners, India, 1990).
[Draft] NHP 1990 was placed in Parliament of India and
announced in May 1988 (Institute of Town Planners, India,
1990), as a response to Global Shelter Strategy. In spite of
several weaknesses, NHP is genuine, logical attempt to for
housing the unprivileged and poor. NUHHP2007 policy is the
first elaborated policy for housing in urban India (Sarkar,
Dhavalikar, Agrawal, & Morris, 2016). However NUHHP2007
doesn't have for Legal Binding, Financial Provision,
Institutional Framework suggested, Time Limit for Tasks, Audit
Provision, Specific Action Plan for Implementation, Funding
Provisions, Political Agreement and hence unity, and Detailed
Action Plan. RAY was launched in year 2011 with three
verticals such as Affordable Housing in Partnership – AHP,
Credit Enablement; and Slum Free City Plan of Action – SFCPoA
(Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation,
Government of India, 2013). The guidelines and reforms made
in RAY were not legislative in nature; they were advocacy in
nature. With a vision of 'Housing for All by 2022', PMAY [U]
was launched a flagship program, to meet the housing
shortage among the urban poor. Demand survey is
prerequisite to implement the PMAY [U]. Demand surveys of
all cities are still not done. In 2011, State of Maharashtra came
with Inclusive Housing 'provision of Affordable Housing'
which makes mandatory 20 percent for plots and residential
development more than 2000 Sq. M. and layout of the land
admeasuring 2,000 Sq. M shall be designated for affordable
housing (Government of Maharashtra, Urban Development
Department, 2012). Now the provisions are 4,000 Sq. M.
instead of 2,000 Sq. M. (Urban Development Department,
Government of Maharashtra, 2017). However, land
JULY 2018

admeasuring 4,000 Sq. M. are not more than 5 percent in any
city is that fact. This is how the norms are diluted for affordable
housing. MSAHP2015 was created to promote affordable
housing to everyone for unprivileged sector of society. Many
states didn't follow its guidelines in their respective state
government policies including MSNHPAP 2015. At Local Level
two important provisions needs to reconsidered are: DP and
Regulatory Environment including DCR. DP needs to be
implemented with its designation of land use for poor and
proposals for development especially affordable housing
needs speedy approval.
4.0 Conclusion :
Varied objectives of affordable housing policies also created
inconstant and contradicting situations (Diamond, 2009). The
urban centers in India are characterized by a considerable
amount of population who do not have access to formal
housing. It is a proven fact that housing stock available in the
market today does not match the demand. Sometimes the
problem is also with 'inclusiveness' of housing (Center for
Inclusive Design and Environmental Access, 2010). Many
policies have been proposed at all levels of government by
different political parties and their agendas; in spite of it
effective execution remained a big concern (Zhang, 2011).
Hence main, gap, found is lack of any analysis specifically
focusing on implementation of Affordable Housing Policies.
We don't have perfect housing market in India as per the
'Competitive Theory (Olsen, September, 1969)'. Information
related to housing is skewed and don't reach to potential
home buyers. Central and state level Governments played the
role of 'actual provider' of housing to the 'law maker'; and then
transferring provision of affordable housing to private sector;
and making it global with the FDI in real estate sector. Thus, the
housing policies in India oscillated from socialist to capitalist.
The life cyclic of policy also becomes a major concern
irrespective of political ideology or political system
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considering wider interest of citizens of any nation. Lack of any
mandate for Life Cycle of Policies is seen in India; which also
remains important concern for policy matters. Above is just a
quick summary over affordable housing concerns. To conclude
concerns of housing are multifold; it requires solutions also at
various levels.
5.0 Way Forward :
India needs, comprehensive policy, converted into
appropriate programs and schemes suitable to local context to
address the various concerns of affordable housing at war foot
level considering historic demographic growth and
urbanization. Finding the solution which works in the interest
of society at large shall be the main goal. It is fact that there are
various barriers in the implementation of the affordable
policies, it is essential to understand the stakeholders'
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ABSTRACT : Neighborhoods are primary components in towns and cities while urban spaces are its lifelines; people are the
main elements which make such spaces successful. Making residential neighborhoods people-friendly is a step towards
achieving sustainable communities. Architecture & design principles have evolved over ages with specific objectives to resolve
concerns of the time to achieve barrier-free buildings. This research paper attempts to get an overview of models of towns &
cities; understanding the salient principles aimed at people-inclusive perspectives. Buildings being barrier-free will not suffice
for a sustainable community unless urban spaces too become conducive for people on-foot to access such built forms to avail
various needs. .
KEYWORDS : Neighborhoods, shared space, barrier-free movement.
1.

Introduction

2.

Walkable mobility is a basic right of all, and accessibility to all
amenities (built and unbuilt) is a prerogative provision.
Architects, planners and designers are vested with the
responsibility to make buildings and cities accessible &
walking-friendly to all user groups- children, teens, elderly or
physically challenged.
Cities are a collage of neighborhoods, each defined by distinct
characteristics; they depend on each other for amenities or
recreation. Indian towns were originally compact and
designed for people on-foot. With the advent of urbanization
and motorization, towns became averse to pedestrians,
resulting in unsustainable scenarios. Recently there has been
a paradigm shift to reclaim urban spaces in cities for citizens to
carryout errands on-foot or by public transit.
JULY 2018

Objectives & intent

Firstly, buildings designed by Architects need to be barrierfree to users. Building design principles with elements of
barrier-free circulation such as ramps, appropriate material
usage to aid anti-skid weather-proof characteristics make
buildings user-friendly. In sustainable communities, while
building architecture becomes inclusive, unless access to
buildings and walkable approach becomes inclusive as well,
the system remains incomplete. Secondly, walkability
enhancement to aid inclusiveness at all levels of pedestrian
may be achieved with efficient tools at the level of planning
strategy itself. This study shall understand the larger realm of
neighborhood design & town planning aspects leading the
path to inclusive built forms. Architecture being multidisciplinary requires an understanding of town planning and
urban design outlooks to create places to live and enjoy for all
people.
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3.

Planning and design concepts

There are two distinct ideologies- one, where spaces are exclusively designed for people & second, where both people & motors
are co-existent in the urban spaces. In Indian context, it is observed that urban spaces are arenas of multiple components; people
share the space with many elements such as motors, infrastructure & various activities.

Figure 1 : Urban spaces- streets with multiple elements- hawking activities, trees, traffic, parking, inconsistent sidewalks, over-ground utility
poles & encroachments (Images by the author from Chamarajpete & Vijayanagar study areas, Bengaluru)

To achieve walkable cities, it is not sufficient to design aesthetically pleasing streets, but the planning principles need to be
addressed hierarchically from neighborhood scale to the elementary street layout. Thus, access to public buildings from streets
and the buildings themselves need to be designed to be barrier-free to users. (Figure 2) Both aspects are essential to create a loop
of people- inclusive network in neighborhoods.

Figure 2 : Interface between streets and amenities - clinic, shops, post office as above being non- inclusive to marginalized user groups (Images by
the author in Vijayanagar & Basavanagudi study areas, Bengaluru)
18
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Cities have evolved over time; planners & designers propagated principles based on existing scenarios and impending issues at
that given point of time. (Table 1) Under this ambit of neighborhood design, architecture takes the role of becoming contextual
and meaningful.
Table 1 : Concepts in planning & design to sustain walkable neighborhoods (compiled by the author)
Sr.
No.
1.

Concept & Example

Salient Features

NEIGHBOURHOOD CONCEPT - • Major arterials roads
Radburn
only on periphery
• Interior street patterns
designed for reduced
traffic

2.

LEGIBLE CITY - Bristol city
(Figure 3a)

• Interconnected parts
• Highlighted landmarks
for better legibility
• Identity to urban areas

• School as centre
• ¼ mile as walking radius
from a child's point of
walking capacity

• Shopping zone along
periphery to exclude
non-local traffic within
neighborhood

• Legible signage for
improved way finding

• Reinforced public
transport network

• Pedestrian information
panels with maps
installed strategically

• Maps for pedestrian
paths displayed/
distributed
• Art installations

3.

4.

5.

TWENTY-MINUTE
NEIGHBORHOODS City of Eugene & Portland

• Residential density
defined

MULTI-GENERATIONAL
PLANNING - USA

• Strives to make
neighbourhoods
accessible, safe,
inclusive for all

TRADITIONAL
NEIGHBOURHOOD
DESIGN (TND) - Atlanta

• Logical mix of
residential and
commercial uses within
walkable ranges

• Transit-oriented,
pedestrian-friendly and
senior- friendly
concepts
• Make multiple
destinations more
accessible to
pedestrians

• A walkable environment • Enriches social
interaction
• Building scales as
• Amenities network
comfortable for
pedestrians
• Distinct & identifiable
public spaces
• Accessible design
• Allows people to age in
place

• Applies universal design
principles.

• Promotes civic
participation by all
generations

• Tackles common and
specific concerns of
each age group

• Sidewalks & streets with • Locate residences closer
clear crossings, slower
to the street to increase
traffic, hence is safer for
safety
elderly & children
• Create public spaces
convenient for social
interaction

6.

UNIVERSAL DESIGN (UD)Dale Avenue

• Spaces that are
adaptable to various
uses, flexible to user
manipulations and
nature

• Easily usable spaces and • 'Aging in place'
facilities
• Compact built and block
sizes for quick easy
• Legible
navigation
• Inclusive design

7.

SMART GROWTH Arlington County, VA

• Mixed use

• Optimum density

• Retail commercial in
lower levels

• Incentives to developers • Making connectivity to
to dedicate part of their
various landmarks
projects to house
easier
amenities for larger
• Alternative travel
public
modes

• Parking avoided in
valuable public zones

JULY 2018
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Fig. 3(a) : Bristol Legible City

Fig. 3(b) : Woonerf Dutch Streets

Fig. 3(c) : High street in Birmingham

Streets with their sidewalks are primary elements in the walkability design. Street design in terms of layout (network), hierarchy,
sidewalks, crossings, aesthetics, motor and pedestrian infrastructure are critical aspects. There are concepts which have
attempted to involve all or most of these elements of design to host all types of traffic movement amicably. 'Complete streets' &
'Woonerf' have evolved as to cater to all users and modes of transportation. (Table 2) Better streets, A comprehensive system is
yet to evolve to address concerns here. Hence, an understanding of the concepts already in place through case studies and best
practices gives an overview & ready reckoner matrix to gain insights into practical solutions or open debate on design features
implemented.
Table 2 : 'Complete street' concepts (compiled by the author)
Sr.
No.
1.

Examples
102 Street Grand Prairie Canada

Salient Features
• Wider sidewalks

• Reduced traffic lanes

• Crosswalks with
coloured paving

• Enhanced transit stops
with shelters

• Painted bike lanes on
both sides of the street

• Pedestrian bulb-outs
2.

3.

Laurier Street at Elgin Street,
Ottawa Canada

King Street West N2G
Kitchener, Canada

• Attractive yield sign to
motorists

• Designated zones for
parking

• Encourage passage to
pedestrians

• Attractive public
transport nodes

• Kerb height minimal

• Planting new trees

• Sidewalks made wider

• Storm water
management using
planter zones

• Cycle docking stations
4.

5.

RESIDENTIAL COMPLETE
STREET - Logan Ave at
Withrow Ave, Toronto

WOONERF• Dutch city of Delft
• Appleton Street in Boston
(Figure 3b)

20

• Woonerf - living street
design
• Human interaction to
facilitate motor &
pedestrian traffic
• Street as a social space,
pedestrians have
priority over cars.
• Street shared among
pedestrians, bicyclists,
and motor vehicles

www.indianinstituteofarchitects.com

• Attractive signage

• Bollards to bifurcate
parking
• Street lighting network

• Frontages host plantings • Walking environment
and seating as a
made attractive with
continuum of public
interesting elements
space
• Good social places for
recreation
• Enabling users with
limited mobility to have
better access and
mobility
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Streets may be designed not just as traffic spines but avenues for public activities in an amicable manner; value adding to the
public realm in general. They could be defined to be unique shopping districts or host plazas for public recreation such as Better
streets, Living streets, High streets and Green streets. Cyclists & pedestrians may be prime users and spaces designed exclusively
for foot-traffic. This induces confidence amongst pedestrians in terms of safety and comfort, while encouraging walking and
increasing public transit ridership in the city. 'Open streets' & 'Active streets' initiate re-reclaiming & reminding that streets are
people's spaces; cities such as Gurgaon have seen these introduced as Raahgiri day by WRI & partners. Elements of landscape
integrated to aid efficient storm water management as in 'Better streets' & 'Green streets' concepts enhance sustainable
objectives. In Bogota, Mr. Penelosa was successful in enhancing the city's public realm by giving the ownership of streets back to
people and children.
There are certain concepts which are regulatory in their objective such as 'Sample road diet'. A concern seen in urban areas is
constant civic works or repairs, developmental works such as metro-rail works which add to the commuter chaos; debris along
streets adding to pedestrian woes of falls, injuries, accidents or discomfort. Hence, a regulation that directs civic bodies and
citizens to abide by a set of norms to carry out such activities is needed, followed by a strict compliance monitoring. Such concepts
give good direction towards unique ways of dealing with impending urban issues. .
Table 3 : Regulatory Concepts for Streets & Urban Spaces (compiled by the author)
Sr.
No.
1.

Concept & Example
SAMPLE ROAD DIET 102 Street
Grand Prairie
Canada

Salient Features
• To put a road on a "diet".

• Widening the sidewalks

• Reduce physical size of
road by reducing drive
aisle widths & number
of lanes

• Adding a boulevard
down the centre of the
road

• Introducing other traffic
calming measures.

2.

ROUTINE ACCOMMODATION- • A process to address
• Recreate a pedestrian
Hamilton
pedestrian mobility plan
environment that is
when streets are
safer, more interesting
reconstructed for
thereby enabling many
infrastructure repair,
more functional
replacement or
pedestrian trips for
upgrades and civic
shopping, work or civic
streetscape
life
improvements

• Is the process where
changes to improve
pedestrian streetscapes
utilize a range of
solutions on each
project

3.

'PAVEMENT TO PARKS' San Francisco

• Bollards to bifurcate
parking

• Kerb height minimal

• Planting new trees

• Sidewalks made wider

• Storm water
management using
planter zones

• Cycle docking stations
4.

• Street lighting network

Shared space ideology in urban design

Shared space indicates ideologies where people and motors share the urban space with equal rights-of-way & no segregation
between them. (Table 5) The aim of shared space principles is to create an environment to improve road safety by negotiations
between users; induce responsible attitudes amongst drivers. But there are aspects of criticism with under-privileged user groups
such as physically challenged, elderly or children.

Fig. 4(a) : Street as a public space at De Kaden, Drachten
JULY 2018

Fig. 4(b) : Street intersection design at Laweplein Squareabout
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Table 5 : Salient features of the 'Shared space' concept
Sr.
No.
1.

Concept & Example
Courtesy crossings

Salient Features
Replacing formal
pedestrian crossings

Motorists and pedestrians Design elements such as
respect each other
bollards warns drivers
about the crossing

Street became a public
space adorned with trees
and street furniture

• Open for all traffic over
the large paved space

• No pavement, height
difference

• Few corners excluded
from motors by bollards

• Bike paths

Chester, England
2.

Shared Space
De Kaden, Drachten
(Figure 4a)

3.

Shared space
Laweplein Square about
(Figure 4b)

5.

Junction redesigned as
public space, aesthetically
enhanced with
landscaped plants,
fountain

• Modulation of height of
fountain as per increase
in vehicular traffic

• Pedestrians & traffic coexist with street side
cafés and shops
‘Courtesy crossings' were
resorted to in place of
traffic lights or signals
indicating a 'place for all'

Conclusion

The case studies reveal the way urban public spaces are modulated for people to share the spaces with motors by using
techniques such as courtesy crossings and kerb - free zones and concepts such as Woonerf. This may resolve many planning
dilemma, but certain concerns arise on safety of pedestrians and the resultant activity patterns in the urban space such as
encroachment by hawkers & chaos along sidewalks. There is no clear right of way for the pedestrian and at times other uses may
become over bearing.
POSITIVES

NEGATIVES

Vehicle drivers display more careful and watchful attitude

May prove risky to pedestrians

Reduced motorized ROW

Occurrence of accidents

Same street space designed for pedestrian comfort as well
as vehicle accommodation

Requires judgement while maneuvering

Reduced vehicle speeds conducive to pedestrians

Drivers getting impatient due to reduced speed and skill to
navigate through planters, dividers or so

Proximity of vehicles to residences or shops

Difficult for elderly and children to cross in case of absence
of dedicated pedestrian space and crossings

Active streets - Natural surveillance

Bottlenecks and vehicle congestion possible

-

Pollution from vehicles- noise, air unavoidable

-

Unsightly with cars everywhere

-

May add to clutter of spaces, encroachment and hindrance
to pedestrian movement

In purview of the negative impacts; shared concept becomes critical unless technically detailed out with case-specific contexts.
Whereas, concepts such as Sample Diet which puts roads on a 'diet' of vehicles reveal ideology of increasing space allocated for
pedestrian mobility. Complete streets explain the instance of shared spaces with emphasis on pedestrian realms. Understanding
these paradigm shifts helps in addressing the issues pertaining to pedestrian mobility with various perspectives. They indicate
elements of design and steps taken forth for making neighborhoods walkable-friendly to the people.
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ABSTRACT : Ahmedabad was recently declared first heritage city by UNESCO. Pols are known to be among the most
sustainable communities. There are various aspects such as physical, environmental, socio-economic and physiological
routines, which play important role in their being so. This paper studies the physiological aspects of pols of Ahmedabad in
terms of their community behavior, symbiotic relationships between the inhabitants, social homeostasis and the social life of
the community. This study reflects the significance of mutually compassionate relationship and co-habitation of man and
nature in the organic, man-made system.

Neighborhood in India is a colorful institution with
community-based association in terms of personalized
lifestyle, customs and rituals. Each neighborhood has its own
identity and the community within, strives to maintain it.
These neighborhoods evoke a sense of personalized and safe
environment for children and inhabitants to freely interact
with each other. They customize planning and building styles,
decorations, types of private and public spaces and yet they
merge with the larger whole effortlessly with simplicity. There
are examples of vernacular community settlements such as
Para in Kolkata, Peth in Pune, Mohalla and Gali in Northern
parts of India and Falia and Pol in Gujarat.

Temla Pol, Ahmedabad.
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Pol is a closed residential cluster, entered by a gate. It is a group
of houses, usually owned by members of the same cast or
religion. This type of community housing came into existence
after the communal riot of 1714, about three hundred years
ago. People from same community and religion got together
to build their houses in one gated community to seek
protection from anti-social elements, to provide better safety
and security to their families by living together in allied groups
within one gated community structure. A typical pol consists
of a single main street with a group of small residential units on
both sides. It is one neighborhood protected by a single
gateway. The growth of these compact housing clusters is

A well and a tree in the middle of the pol.
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Domestic animals, especially cows are
welcomed, fed with leftovers every day,
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Dogs and cats are common pets. Bird feeder
(Chabutaro) is a prominent feature of a pol.

Birds are given special places in individual
houses as well, in terms of pigeon holes
on outside walls.

usually organic, restricted to only single religion and cast of
inhabitants. This dense organic growth with dead end streets
and a single entrance gateway formed a typical feature of old
Ahmedabad. Pol essentially was established as a selfsustaining unit of urban settlement, with social, political and
economic independence (Michell & Shah, 2003).
Physiological study of Pol housing
Architecture is a physical manifestation of the socio-cultural
and economic wellbeing of the society. It reflects social
harmony and positional agreement within the community at
all levels. It reflects the cultural advancement, intellectual
development and environmental sensibility of the society as a
whole. Physical environment which provides the basic need of
shelter, it is imperative that architecture be in agreement with
nature. It is important to analyze and evaluate the physical
qualities of architecture to be in harmony with nature, but it is
also important to analyze the intersection points of the
physical aspects and environmental concerns, which is the
human interaction with both. Human behaviour within social

Oatlo is a common place for women to
chitchat with each other in the afternoons.

communities with collective intelligence and their interaction
with natural environmental elements is equally important.
This paper tries to understand the importance of mutual
interdependence of physical elements and their usage by the
humans, significance and magnitude of the physiological
aspects of human interaction and intervention into
environmental impact of architectural manifestation. This
paper analyzes this aspect of physiology of social housing, the
relationships within and outside communities, incidences of
human interventions, use of natural elements in buildings, the
kind of social spaces and overall planning from the
physiological perspective, in this case of the pols of
Ahmedabad.
Community behavior
Sense of community is a concept in social psychology.
McMillan & Chavis's (1986) theory and instrument are the
most broadly validated and widely utilized in this area in the
psychological literature. They prefer the abbreviated label
"sense of community" and propose that sense of community is
composed of four elements: membership, influence,
integration and fulfillment of needs and shared emotional
connection.
Members of the Pol live in houses which are physically close to
each other and very often the inhabitant families are in blood
relations to each other. There is a lot of participation of
individuals as well as other members of the community in
building, decoration and creation of identity of the houses.
Physical proximity to close relatives provides emotional and
social support to the inhabitants, especially in demanding
situations. Closed community provides physical safety and
security, especially women and children when men are out for
work.

Common chowk is used for community activities.
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celebrate festivals and religious events together with much
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A woman washing clothes outside the house.

Men standing at the entrance of a pol.

fanfare and take pride in following customs and rituals. They
pass on the traditional arts and crafts to the next generations.
Inhabitants of a Pol are often economically dependent on each
other, as it is a self-sustaining community with various
professions and economic activities are taken care of within
the community itself.

Symbiotic relationships
Pol is a great example of symbiotic relationship of people
within and outside the community as well as relationship with
birds and animals within the urban context. Special thoughtful
considerations and allowances were made in the design of the
houses and communities to accommodate domesticated birds
and animals within the urban fabric. Central chowk of the Pol
had chabutaro or bird feeder, which is an aesthetically
designed, exquisitely carved and decorated structure to
attract birds was designed to have attached communal
granaries. Here, birds are regularly fed with grains and water
by the elderly and children. Even in the individual houses,
deliberate holes and apertures were carved into the outer
façade to create nesting possibilities for squirrels and birds
such as sparrows, pigeons and parrots. Peacocks and cats were
fed with strewn grains and milk and were regular features on
the sloping rooftops, awnings and nooks and crannies of the
terraces. Stray dogs are fed by the residents regularly and are
sometimes trained for security at the gate. Cows and snakes
are regularly fed with leftovers and milk and worshiped during
the festivals.

Emotional and social support; and pride of belonging is a very
strong aspect of behavior and interaction of individuals within
and outside of the community. Instinctive behavior is
inherited through tradition and evolved through the
generations, is a major identification of the sense of
community. A pol has an evolved social system in place, which
is independent of the political system of the city. All the
inhabitants instinctively follow the set of rules laid down
traditionally by earlier generations.
There is no central ruling authority in pol. The elders are
respected and their advice on various issues, may it be related
to family matters, business matters or any other matter is
sought. Elders take care of passing on the traditional values,
customs and rituals to the younger generations. The adult
men work toward earning money and women take care of the
household and children. Pol gives a lot of social and emotional
support to the women. The women assemble in the
afternoons on oatla or semi-public outdoor spaces of the
houses, and take care of lot of common chores, such as making
snacks, cleaning vegetables, embroidering, stitching, sharing
recipes etc. This gives women an opportunity to catch up on
various issues and for mutual counseling and conflict
resolution. Children go to schools during the day, and play
outside in chowk or public spaces, under the supervision of
elderly people. Youth of the pol takes care of arranging
common celebration of festivals such as Navaratri, Uttarayan
or kite flying festival, Diwali etc. under the elderly supervision.
Different groups would be found at different parts of the day in
the public areas. Groups of children and young boys play a vital
role and the gate-keepers of the community, as they spend a
lot of time in the open spaces (Doshi, Traditional
neighbourhood in modern Ahmedabad – The Pol, 1991, pp.
179-208).
JULY 2018

Social homeostasis
Definition of homeostasis according to Mariam Webster
dictionary is, “a relatively stable state of equilibrium or a
tendency toward such a state between the different but
interdependent elements or groups of elements of an
organism, population, or group”. The basic structure remains
the same throughout the social and physical changes over the
generations of residents in the pols. Generally, the houses are
inherited from one generation to the other. Sometimes they
are sold to the relatives or persons of the same cast or
community. The social composition of the pol generally
consists of residents of the same cast or community, with
various professions, such as teachers, small business owners,
priests, barbers, carpenters, etc. The pol behaves as a whole
functioning unit and the social composition usually does not
change through the political and social changes outside this
community.
When the Pol got overpopulated, a patriarch or a person of
social importance would go and create another community of
Pol, just like termites, where any termite can become a queen
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Youngsters on terraces flying kites during Makar sankranti festival.

Navaratri festival of dance.

and start another mound on their own, after finding suitable
location. The new pol would be started with a similar social
composition and grown into a fully functioning community.

chowk, briefing each other about politics and economics. Kids
play on streets during the day. They celebrate festivals of
Makarsankranti- Kite flying on terraces which are all
connected throughout the pol. They celebrate Holi, Diwali and
Navaratri together in the chowk. Sweets and tit-bits are
exchanged during the festive season. Everyone is ready to help
the others in adverse situation and shares joy in happy
situations.

As commercialization intensified, people began moving out,
looking for other accommodation. They began buying
apartments elsewhere in the other parts of the city.
Population density and traffic volumes strained infrastructure
resources and capabilities influencing the quality of physical,
social and living environment. Due to commercialization,
increase in urban population, hike in prices of real estate, and
social stigma of not living in modern houses, is causing the
traditional character of the pols to vanish, but they are still a
huge part of the cultural heritage of the city of Ahmedabad
(Doshi, Traditional neighbourhood in a modern city, 1974, pp.
50-51).
Social life of the community
Social behavior is adaptive in animals and humans. Being
socially interactive increases one's fitness and reproductive
capacity. It helps them increase aggression against the
predators or enemies. Living in groups involves balance of
conflicts and cooperation. Mutual acts of altruism benefit
everyone in many ways. Individual aggression sometimes
creates negative impact on the social structure, but collective
aggression helps the community against the social adversaries
and dysfunctional elements.
The basis of formation of pol community is this very thought of
positive aspects of social behavior. Aspects like altruism,
reciprocity, kin selection and eusociality are the characteristics
of social behavior, which keep the community alive and
together, for generations. This eusociality is observed in ants
as well as in humans, albeit manifold in ants than humans.
Their social behavior is comparable in terms of community
dynamics and the overall sense of community. In pol
communities, people being of the same caste and religion
share a much stronger bond. They celebrate all the festivals
and rituals together, and they marry within their own
community. This enhances their sense of community and
reflects in overall cultural development of the community.
In pols, women spend afternoons together on oatla,
chitchatting, peeling vegetables, or making seasonal snacks
for the families. Gentlemen spend evenings together in
26
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Inferences
The pols of Ahmedabad were evolved as defense-oriented
community housing, with strong features of safety and
security. There are about 600 pol communities in the city of
Ahmedabad at present and the old city of Ahmedabad has
been declared to be India's first heritage city by UNESCO. The
pols developed themselves as very strong self-sustaining
social communities with tremendous emotional bonding
among the residents. The amalgamation of physical features
and emotional bond creates a communal entity which is
exceptionally stable in terms of environmental and social
sustainability. There are many studies done on the physical
aspects of the pols, but the sociological and physiological
aspects are equally important for a community to survive. The
evolved systems of waste and water management, thermal
controls are commendable; the social and emotional
satisfaction levels of the community are exemplary. The
building planning and construction technologies are
extremely contextual and eco-friendly. On the whole, the
awareness, environmental concerns and cohesive social
structure make it one of the most sustainable communities.
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Introduction
Culture is an inescapable aspect of social life and has profound
impact on our built environment. Studying of traditional
houses in Architecture is to understand the legacy of the past
as it contains a rich source of history and plays a significant role
in creating a sense of belonging. As Rapoport (1969) believes
building a house is a cultural phenomenon, its form and
organisation are greatly influenced by the cultural milieu to
which it belongs. As a part of the rural study, second year (2A)
of 2018 batch B.Arch students at AMS Academy of
Architecture started to explore and document “Ain mane”
(ancestral homes) of the native communities of Kodagu
(Coorg) and also analyzed the social relevance of the built
forms to understand its spatial qualities. The students got the
inspiration from the book “The Vanishing Kodavas” authored
by Kaveri Ponnapa which sheds light not only of their eroding
identities in the age of globalization, but also the ways in which
these have been shaped and transformed.

intangible aspects such as their rich customs, festivals, rituals
which are inalienable part of their heritage. Here this article
focuses attention on the Ainmanes which resonate with
spatial features and to raise public awareness in preserving or
enhancing these traditional houses of Kodavas which are
disappearing today.
History of Kodagu
The mula nivasis (earliest inhabitants) of Kodagu are
commonly believed to be the nomadic Kuruba hill tribes
where the communities like Kembattis, Kodavas and Ammas
are found predominant in Kodagu. The Kodagu tribes are
entirely different from the other communities of South India
as they have unique social customs and linguistic identity.

Context for the study
The village selected for the rural studio was Kadanga Marur
which is located approximately 8kms from Virajpet Taluk in
Kodagu district. The total population of Kaganga Marur is 1177
and the extent of the area is 374.49 hectares. Though the
students have extensively documented the history, visual
analysis and socio-economic and cultural aspects of Kadanga
Marur but due to space constraint we are dealing only with the
traditional residential architecture (Ainmane) of this village.
Kodagu (Coorg) Community offers unrivalled breadth of
JULY 2018

Kaimada - ancestral shrine near the ainmane
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HISTORY OF KODAGU
The Kodagu Tribes are entirely different from the other Communities of South India
as they have unique social customs and linguistic identity.

1st BC

2nd AD

1st Millenium BC faring

The hardy hunters and warriors settled there to
plunder goods. And then later brought their families

6th BC

3rd AD

6th BC - Trading between coastal areas

Forefather of Kodagu settled in huts made from
bamboo, reed, wild grass

4th 7th AD

200th BC

Early 200 BC - People migrated due to persecution

The village were under the control of local chieftains
called palayegaras

8th 14th AD

1st AD

1st century AD - The lives of nomadic kuruba hill tribes
was evident from cromlench, virajpet, coorg

Gangas of Karnataka, Cholas of Tamil Nadu,
Hoysalas of Karnataka

Fig. 1 - shows the timeline of Kodagu
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AINMANE

Parts of Ainmane

Ainmane are the ancestral homes of the native communities
of Kodagu. They are found all over kodagu and are an integral
part of their architectural and cultural heritage. The ainmane
is the house that an ancestor built on land that belongs to the
okka (patrilineal clan) . Each “Ain Mane” belongs to an 'okka'
that is identified by a family name.

Aimara

bench seat consisting of a wooden
plank laid on top of a low mud parapet
between pillars.

Ale pore

out house built close to the ainmane
for additional living space.

Atha kott

cow shed

Basava

sacred bull- god Shiva's mount

Gud

niche

Gudi

shrine / altar

Kaimada

ancestral shrine near the ainmane

Kall boti

stone post

Kalloni

stone paved lane

Kala

threshing yard

Ain means 'original' and mane means 'house'. It is also called
Balyamane (big house) since it is a large house with many
rooms which, in the past, accommodated all the nuclear
families(approximately 36 -40 families stayed in one house)
for the okka who lived together in their ainmane like large
joint family. The relationship between Kodagu and Kerala
seems to be closely knit since ages. Ainmane stands as a proof
to it. We can see many similarities if we compare the house of
Nayars of Kerala (that is called as Taravad) and the Ainmane.
The Building Typology group documented 6 houses in total out
of which 3 belong to Ain mane type. Due to space constraints
here in this article we are presenting only one case study “The
Ballichanda Ain mane” which is a Mund mane type (with
courtyard).
This is the first ainmane in Kadanga marur where the entrance
faces the east. It consists of 19 rooms including the kitchen.
The flooring was re-done about ten years ago with granite and
marble on the steps, ceramic tiles around the mund. The
pillars in the mund are of stone pillars.
The ainmane always face east (rising sun ) or west or north . No
ainmane faces the south , since it is believed that the abode of
yama, the god of death ,is in south.

Fig. 2 - shows the parts of Ainmane
JULY 2018

Kanni mule kombare room in the south west corner of the
ainmane, sacred to ancestors
Kayyale

verandah

Mad

platform around the tree

Mund

inner courtyard

Nellaki nadu bade

central hall in an animane

Patti

fore court/yard in front of ainmane

Kanathare

circular well,usually located to the
north east of the ainmane

Gudda

bathing shed located outside the main
house in a separate roof structure

Kanni kamba

the first pillar to the left in othe pore,
and the pillar in south west corner of
mund mane.

Mund - inner courtyard
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Fig. 3 - shows the Ballichanda Ainmane's Plan and Sections

Fig. 4 - shows the Ballichanda Ainmane's Isometric View
Construction

Mixture - mud, paddy , husk, resin and water.

The ainmane was built on a raised plinth made from mud.
Laterite blocks were sometimes used at the corners of the
base to provide a firm support for the pillars above. The walls
of these ainmanes were built of mud. The outer walls are more
than 300 mm thick and were built to be sturdy enough to
withstand the ravage of time and the elements especially the
heavy monsoon rains.

The wood used most commonly was that of the agini tree
(artocarpus hirsutus, wild jack tree) because it is strong and
durable.
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Conclusion
According to the study the ainmanes that are still standing
today account for only about 40 per cent of the original
number that existed in Kodagu.
The objective of this rural study is to raise awareness of the
cultural significance of the ainmanes of Kodagu and encourage
efforts to maintain and preserve these heritage buildings for
generations to come.
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Ainmane with the verandah. This verandah, has carved square
wooden pillars tapering upwards and wooden seats between
the pillars, ornately carved windows and door frames
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ABSTRACT : Waterfront Development is a chronological process of developing settlements that integrates urban water cycles
with urban designto decreases the adverse effect of environment. Reconnecting City with Riverfront leads to such
development along the river that provides connectivity between city and river again after a prolonged omission. Kolkata
developed along the Hooghly River which is gradually degenerating its connectivity and interaction with the city and also the
quality of river water is deteriorating. This requires immediate intervention to arrest any further degradation of current
situation, as well as, to retrieve the damages already sustained. This again requires, a research work, to analyze these causes
of degeneration in the context of Kolkata. Accordingly, in this paper, an attempt has been made to establish relevance of this
research work, in an organized manner.
KEYWORDS : Waterfront Development, Reconnecting City with River, Kolkata.

Introduction
Waterfront Developments are settlements, that come up
alongwater bodies like lakes, rivers or seas, acting as lifelines
for development of cities. These integrate urban water cycles
and their management with urban design, to minimize
environmental degradation as well as aesthetic and
recreational appeal. The historical background of many cities
speak of significant rivers flowing through them. Waterways
were crucial natural element for the survival of early
JULY 2018

civilization. No society can develop beyond a certain
rudimentary level without access to waterways. These
waterways not only provide water for domestic use but also
enable trade by transportation of goods overlong distances
easily than on land. Later on these waterfronts became the
cultural and heritage hubs of these cities, thereby emerging as
lively urban places. Thus the creation of waterfront is
considered as a popular commercial idea for transforming an
under-utilized area into an outstanding center of tourism,
culture, leisure and business.
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In the present day context, there are 3 basic types of
waterfront development described as follows:
•

Corporation Limited (SRFDCL) in the year 1997 in India
for the development of the riverfront in the city and this
proposed development is a mix of commercial,
recreational and residential developments along both
the banks of the river from Gandhi Bridge to Sardar
Bridge.

Lakefront Development - Lakefront development
includes the overall development of certain areas or
parts of the city which create a linkage between the city
and lakefront by means of promenades, active
pedestrian pathways, landscaped peoples activity area
with other recreation opportunities. Such developments
also promote an expanded awareness of the natural
aspects of lake life through the creation of integrated and
legible public places. Hussain Sagar Lake in Hyderabad is
an example of lakefront development by Hyderabad
Urban Development Authority which came forward for
the conservation of the lake for the twin cities of
Hyderabad and Secunderabad.

Fig. 3 : Sketch of Riverfront Development design approach
Source : Author

Fig. 1 : Sketch of Lakefront Development design approach
Source: Author

Fig. 4 : Plan of Riverfront Development (Source : Author)

•

Fig. 2 : Plan of Lakefront Development (Source: Author)

•
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Riverfront Development - It is a development along the
riverbank, bordering a part of a large city which provides
a physical connection between the city and the river by
means of visual axes, connecting the parks, streets,
squares and avenues enclosed by building. The
characteristics of this kind of development consists of
buildings facing the river with compatible activities,
defined vehicular and pedestrian pathways, extensive
seating facilities and public plazas. Hence such
developments can be identified as a distinctive public
place of a city. Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
established the Sabarmati River Front Development
www.indianinstituteofarchitects.com

Seafront Development - Seafront or Coastal
development is a broad category of development which
includes a series of human activities along with port,
docks, marinas, hotels and restaurants for tourism,
parks, landscape, roads, pedestrian walkway and other
attractions. The Maharashtra Tourism Development
Corporation (MTDC), a state government undertaking a
2.3-kilometre stretch between Versova and the iconic
Juhu beach is set to become Mumbai's new seafront with
the Maharashtra government going ahead with a plan to
build a water sports facility along this stretch.

Fig. 5 : Sketch of Seafront Development design approach
Source: Author
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•

Linear riverfront development- A development along the
river linearly expanded with scattered built forms which
are mostly residential and having low height profile. In
this type of riverfront development no proper road
layout network system and defined allocation of land are
found.

Fig. 6 : Plan of Seafront Development
Source: Author

To achieve successful waterfront development along the
waterways, physical connectivity of water with the variety of
spaces scattered in and around the core of the city is of utmost
importance. Ideal waterfront development creates
comfortable and coherent setting for people's activity through
strong connections with the waterways.
In many cities discontinuity and detachment of water bodies
from the existing urban form of the city are found along the
waterfronts. The approach of integrating and connecting city
with water are successfully implemented in many cities all
over the world but the existing condition is consistently
deteriorating due to many issues, especially in the riverfront
areas. Existing physical and visual connectivity are major
parameters that act as barriers discouraging people from
reaching the river. Thus reconnecting this link lays the
foundation for further development of the riverfront areas
which is the burning issue at present.
Reconnecting City with River means to physically and/or
visually come into contact with river again after long absence.
Such linkage may be established between a river and city or
between two cities. The framework for reconnecting city with
river primarily consist of provision of safe and undisturbed
access for pedestrians from the center of the city to the
riverfront, mitigating all circumstances of unsafe high speed
transportation networks such as highway, high speed traffic
roads and railway tracks. Along with these structures, creative
distribution of different functions will not only improve
accessibility but it will also provide public open spaces where
people can assemble for various activities and enjoy the
natural scenic beauty of the riverfront again.

Fig. 7 : Plan of Linear riverfront development
Source: Author

Fig. 8 : Schematic view of Linear riverfront development
Source : Author

•

Perpendicular riverfront development - This type of
riverfront development includes mixed height profile
(mostly residential, commercial and administrative
building block) expanding towards the city center. Hence,
this kind of development cuts across all the links
progressively connecting the urban community to the
river's natural environment.

There are different patterns of development which connects
the city with its core and this can be achieved by implementing
important urban reconnecting elements.
It is evident that these are 5 basic types of riverfront
developments to connect the city with the river as described
below :
Fig. 9 : Plan of Perpendicular riverfront development (Source : Author)
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low rise on the inner edge and high rise on the river edge.
No connectivity is established with the river front to
integrate the city profile with the river.

Fig. 10 : Schematic view of Perpendicular riverfront development
Source : Author

•

Parallel riverfront development- This includes parallel
expansion of built form along the river flow with no
connectivity with the river. Generally it has mixed profile
with mostly high rise buildings on the riverfront side and
no texture variation in their facade. There are no
proposals for river corridor design which integrate the
city with the river.

Fig. 13 : Plan of Parallel-perpendicular riverfront development
Source : Author

Fig. 14 : Schematic view of Parallel-perpendicular riverfront development

•

Fig. 11 : Plan of Parallel riverfront development
Source : Author

Connected riverfront development - This type of
development occurs along the river in grids created by
use of urban design elements like views and vistas, axis,
plazas and squares to reconnect the city with river
forming proper promenades to generate activity. Mostly
low rise buildings are found on both sides of the river
bank thereby giving importance to monumental
structures.

Fig. 12 : Schematic view of Parallel riverfront development
Source : Author

•

Parallel-perpendicular riverfront development – This
includes parallel riverfront development with
perpendicular stretch of roads connecting the important
structures or built forms like monuments, churches,
mosques, palaces etc. The buildings are predominantly
Fig. 15 : Plan of Connected riverfront development (Source : Author)
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transport-oriented functions and are in dilapidated condition
due to lack of maintenance. Presently, the river is used mainly
for ferrying commuters and also for religious and cultural
activities including immersion of images. With incompatible
and under-utilized land use, presence of neglected open
spaces, lack of access and public amenities, Kolkata riverfront
has become the backyard of the city.

Fig. 16 : Schematic view of Connected riverfront development (Source : Author)

In the context of India, one of these types of waterfront
development had taken place, along the Bhagirathi-Hooghly
River in the city of Kolkata.
Kolkata was established on 20th December 1686, by the
British East India Company and slowly developed into the
primary urban center of Eastern India. Initially, growth of
urban area in Kolkata were linear along the north-south
direction, with lateral connectivity between the river and the
city along the east-west direction. Due to changing social
conditions and technological development, purpose of the
riverfront diminished progressively. Lack of physical/visual
connectivity and compatible activity generators, have led to
the loss of public places along the riverfront. Therefore, like
most riverfront developments, problem of disintegrated
urban settlement and degradation of water quality of Hooghly
River are the major issues.
On 24th august, Nawab Ibrahim Khan permitted Job Charnock
to settle at Sutanati on the east bank among three villages:
Sutanati, Kalikata and Govindapur. Since then this day is
accepted as Calcutta's foundation day. At that time all other
colonial settlements were along the western bank and
upstream, like French Chandernagore, Danish Fredericks
Nagore and Dutch Chinsurah. But the eastern part of the land
was filled with swamps and forests. Originally, main purpose
of the settlement was trade, being closer to the sea. The
southern part of the land had dense forests, east had salt
marshes and west was the river Ganga.
At present, Kolkata riverfront is covered by numerous
warehouses, railway tracks, bus stations, flower markets, ferry
stations etc. A number of multistoried buildings have sprung
up on Strand Road, which is always choked with trucks and
cars. Apart from the railway track, there are also bathing
Ghats, two cremation Ghats and three immersion Ghats. Only
a few have permanent jetty facilities between Princep Ghat
and Howrah Station. River Hooghly separating the twin cities
of Kolkata and Howrah was mainly used for Water transport.
Trade and commerce flourished due to ferry crossing between
the two cities. With diminishing port activities, most of the
godowns and warehouses are utilized sporadically for
JULY 2018

The zone of interaction between urban development and river
are considered as unique and irreplaceable resources because
it forms interface between all human activities emerging with
the river. Since ancient times cities have been built along
riverfronts. Similarly, Kolkata also grew along the river
Hooghly, but gradually deteriorated due to organic growth of
settlements in all directions away from the river. After
industrial revolution, it was evident that factories, railroads
and slums took up important riverfront areas and water
become polluted and silted. This has also led to environmental
degradation resulting in discontinuity between Kolkata and
Hooghly both physically and visually.
This research paper aims at identifying the issues plaguing the
riverfront of Kolkata and establishing directions towards
reconnecting the city to its river.
Discussion
Cities are characterised by its people and their activities.
These activities in turn define the development pattern
specific to the city and its needs. To reconnect city and river,
shift of human activity towards riverfront is of primary
importance. For creation of this linkage, a city's distinctive
character must be recognized. Cultural and entertainment
activities help in establishing the riverfront as a recreational
destination which enhances a city's self-image and quality of
life. This ensures riverfront development one of the most
recognizable social places by establishing a special identify
and sense of place.
From 17th to 19th centuries, the British, French, Portuguese,
Dutch and Danish settled in various trading posts along the
banks of Hooghly River. The Hooghly River Bank enriched with
former European colonial posts (the Portuguese settlement)
in Bandel, Dutch in Chinsurah, French in Chandannagore,
Danish in Serampore and English in Barrackpore spread along
an 80 km stretch of this River. After industrialization, large jute
mills were built near the riverbanks. Due to political reasons
port activities reduced and jute industries declined as a result
of which the bustling activities of the riverfront dwindled. This
caused the riverfront to suffer from major negligence. With
time, the jute mills and ware houses were dilapidated. Slums
and other irregular constructions spread across the riverfront
resulting in a visual as well as physical disconnect between the
river and the city.
Unplanned development and growth of urban centers away
from the riverfront has broken linkage between river and the
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city in Kolkata. The city center has shifted towards the east
away from the river. Present city center is primarily occupied
by high density building which demonstrated the
development of a concrete jungle. The increasing pace of
urbanization has left Kolkata with minimum avenues for
recreation and open green spaces within the old city areas,
which are the key elements for recreating the linkage between
the two physical domains of the river and the immediate city.
Gradually the soul and pride of Kolkata, Hooghly, has been
choked, abused and neglected for years.

ii)

Accumulation of waste and ill-maintenance of
surrounding built form is the second major issue
plaguing the Kolkata riverfront. This also raises questions
about the immediate environmental impact on not only
the city but also the river. For example, Chandpal ghat
was built in the name of shopkeeper Chandranath Paul
who had a shop at this place. From this it is evident that
there was a lot of activity which created the magnet at
that time. In present times, the ghat has become
completely isolated by dirty corridors of waste materials.
Similarly, Armenian ghat was situated beside the Mallick
Bazar flower market, built in 1734 by Manvel hazaar
Maliyan to celebrate the Calcutta trade of Armenian
origin. Armenians were involved in spice to jewelry trade
and this river ghat was specifically built for the use of
merchants widely. Currently the Armenian Ghat is not
only invisible to the immediate Strand Road, it is illmaintained and dilapidated robbing the city of one of its
rich cultural histories.

iii)

Unauthorised slum development has emerged as the
third major issue pertaining to this area. Major examples
of this have been found along the river edge is defined by
Strand Bank Road. Due to circular railway line, Strand
Bank Road is already disconnected direct access of city to
the river. In many stretches this road is filled with slums
beside the railway line. As a result, there is no such place
for parking to serve the commercial district, for that
reason all the trucks are mostly parked on this road
leading to traffic congestion within the adjacent
residential areas.

The major issues arising from the length of riverfront along
river Hooghly are as follows :
i)
One of the primary issues resulting in disconnect
between city and the river is the lack of physical and
visual connection with the immediate riverfront. From
ancient times, all the civilizations flourished along the
bank of the river and unlike any other city, Kolkata also
developed along the river Ganges and it is connected to
the river by the traditional ghats. Since the very old times
ghats were constructed mainly to give access to the river
Ganga in river side cities in India. Each river ghat has a
different story behind its construction. Among these
Babughat is one of the oldest river ghats in Kolkata. This
ghat was built in the memory of a Zamindar Babu Raj
Chandra Das the (zamindar of Janbazar) by his wife Rani
Rasmoni in the colonial times. The road connecting the
Babughat was built in the name of his wife (Rani Rasmoni
Avenue). In the present time, BabuGhat is filled with
vendors and crowded with passengers crossing the River
to reach the Howrah station. In another example,
Jagannath Ghat was founded by Sobharam Basak in
1760. He built the ghat beside Jaganath temple and also
built Nawab Lane to connect the river. The ghat was
initially known as Sobharam Basak's bathing ghat. At that
time Jaganath ghat remained visible from faraway in
North Calcutta as there were no tall buildings in
between. Now a days due to development of tall
buildings the visual connection of the Riverfront has
been blocked from distant areas in turn resulting in the
lack of physical activity along the river front.

From the above discussion, it is evident that there was a strong
visual, physical as well as cultural relationship of the then
Calcutta with Hooghly Riverfront. Ghats were magnets for
social interaction which connected people with river.
Presently, there is no such relation between River and City. It is
isolated by dirty corridors of factory waste, sewerage,
abundant jute mills and unauthorized slums. Ghats became a
place of anti-social people raising issues of safety and security
along this stretch. Conscious urban intervention of riverfront

Fig. 17 : View of Babu Ghat from the ferry

Fig. 18 : Activity near Babu Ghat from Stand Bank Road
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Fig. 19 : View of Rani Rashmoni Bhawan from S.N. Banerjee Road

Fig. 20 : View of Howrah Bridge from JagannathGhat

can reconnect the city with the river, conforming to the lost
socio-cultural values that the city possessed. Traditional Ghats
can be renovated to regenerate the city-river relationship to
keep the tradition and heritage of urban community of Kolkata
intact. Now-a-days the daily activities of people has shifted
remotely away from the Ghat, so to reverse the situation, the
design of the Ghats should be improvised in such a manner
that it would catch the attention of the people promoting the
importance of the Ghats. Recent attempts have been made
towards upgradation of the riverfront through beautification
measures. Millennium Park is the earliest examples of the first
phase of the Kolkata Riverside Beautification project, under
KMDA (Kolkata Metropolitan Development Authority).The
next was a 2 km stretch along Princep Ghat to Babu Ghat that
has been beautified and inaugurated on 24th of May, 2012. It
has become one of the major recreational destinations for

people to visit during festival. Activities like boating on the
river, continuous plaza along the river bank and food stalls (few
of them are more than 40 years) have revived this area as a
major tourist destination. This small part of riverbank has
been treated with landscape and illumination which contains
gardens, fountains, sculptures, pathways and renovated
ghats. But even after such a successful endeavour this project
remains as a standalone destination without any major
physical connection with the city in terms of continuous
activity. Thus it can be seen that development along the
Kolkata riverfront not only needs to be sympathetic towards
river and environment but also to the people and their
activities. As a linear city, Kolkata waterfront development
concept tends to be more difficult in the terms of urban
interventions.

Fig. 21 : Map of BabuGhat area showing the connective road Rani Rashmoni Avenue from Rani RashmoniBhawan
Source : Author
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Fig. 22 : View of Jagannath Ghat, blending with another District

Fig. 23 : Proportion of Human Scale in Jagannath Ghat

Conclusion
The process of making cities should be more environmentally
responsive. The development of cities should be more
sympathetic to its natural setting. The most important is the
blending of activities of these cities towards abutting rivers. In
this respect, Kolkata has already attracted international
interest and accordingly, special attention has been given to
the development of its river banks. The most essential
element of this development are the Ghats. Eventually, the
concept of extensions of streets ending in these Ghats are
noticeable in Kolkata, which require to be revived and
strengthened, as described before.

bounds by unsightly rusting warehouses or incomprehensibly
hidden behind high walls.

There is a huge stretch of Hooghly River along Kolkata, of
which but only 1.5 km between Babu Ghat and Princep Ghat is
visible and accessible. This is the only notable part which has
proper connection with the river. The rest is either made out of

Urban waterfront redevelopment involves building new
meaning for a place, that has undergone massive urban
transformation. From the earlier discussion, it has became
evident that, for a sensitive issue like this, it is important to
identify contextual activity patterns and present interaction
patterns, among related components and formulate
guidelines to create a clean and healthy interactive spaces,
along the river. In this context, for intervention along the
riverfront of Kolkata, similar sympathetic developmental
approach is required, considering immediate natural
surroundings and activity patterns of the people. It also
requires special handling of the overstressed situation, to
maintain a delicate balance between urbanization and
sustainable survival for the city of Kolkata.

Fig. 24 : Map of JagannathGhat area showing the connective road SovaramBasak Street from Basak Bari
Source: Author
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A DV E RTO R I A L
Butt Hinges
Hettich : Reinventing the Door Hinge
Hettich Door Hinge : Salient Features
Having created unique and largest range of Auto-closing Hinges for furniture doors, Hettich now
introduces new Innovation and Technology for Stainless Steel Door hinges.
Hettich Range of Door hinges can take care of doors having weight between 50 kg to 300 kgs per pair
and door height between 2000-3300 mm.
Hettich Door hinges are manufactured as per European Standard and are EN certified, Fire Rated and
carries the proverbial Hettich Functional warranty of 200,000 – 1 million cycles.
Most models of Hettich Door hinges are available in straight edge and round edge, C and Z hole design
variants for specific application in hand-crafted or factory-made Wooden, Steel and Aluminum Profile
doors.
Door hinges in special colors and finishes are available against special requests.

Hettich Door Hinges : Innovation with New Technology

ü

û

Instead of run-of-the mill grease lubricated multiple ball bearing unit used by others, Hettich uses
patented concealed self-lubricating ball bearing unit in its hinges. Hettich concealed ball bearing is
fail-proof, grease and oil free and works in both radial and axial directions to balance the door perfectly.

Seamless Hinge Design
Hettich Hinges are distinctly different in styling and manufacturing as it provides a seamless hinge
design which provides greater strength than the usual segmented door hinges. No problems ever from
cover caps or pin falling from the hinge.

ü

û

ü

û

Star shaped Screw Fixing Holes
(Available in specific models)
Hettich Door Hinges provides Star-shaped countersunk holes in its hinges for better and firm fixation
of screws. It strongly resists screws from coming out of hinges which is a common problem with other
door hinges.

Hettich Special Purpose Hinges

Lift-Off Hinge

Security Hinge

Spring Hinge

Flush Hinge

ADVERTORIAL
LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL PARTNERS IN INDIA
Sleek Boards Marketing Services has successfully introduced world class accessories from Athmer Sealing Systems
necessary for optimum performance of a door in the Indian Subcontinent Markets.
Athmer Seals help in achieving the key functionality of a door by bettering the Privacy of Sound function that every
type of door should provide.
Athmer is a world renowned company, producing automatic door
seals and perimeter seals for more than 60 years.
Athmer offers the right solution for practically every type of
application - both new builds and renovation projects. The
automatic door seals from Athmer support the principles of
sustainable and energy efficient building.
Advantages of Athmer Drop Down & Perimeter seals :
• Noise Pollution Reduction - Doors with Athmer Seals prevent
noise from penetrating from the outside to the inside or
vice-versa.
• Smoke Proof - Special sealing profiles made of smoke-resistant
materials enhance safety.
• Moisture Proof - Doors with automatic drop seal can isolate moisture, and make indoor more comfortable.
• Draught-free - Well-sealed doors reduce air draught in the room. This creates a more comfortable room climate and
increases the personal well-being!
• Energy Saving - Thanks to well-sealed doors, less energy is needed for cooling in summer and less energy is needed
for heating in winter.
• Protection from insects - The sealing of the gaps of the door provides effective protection against the penetration of
insects from door gaps.
• Fire Proof - Special sealing profiles made of smoke-resistant and fire-retardant materials enhance safety.
• Radiation protection - Specially developed for radiographic rooms in hospitals and medical practices. Athmer
radiation protection seals help to reduce the radiation level.
Application
Athmer’s extensive range of automatic drop down seals guarantees a drop seal for every type of door, be it an Aluminium,
PVC or Wooden door clubbed with various perimeter seals.
To know more, visit www.athmer.de/en
The Indian door industry is maturing with more and more engineering orientation. It would be a good time to introduce
the real door sets as they are available in other developing and developed economies of the world.
For any interest in taking up distributorship for the complete Athmer Product range, Please Contact.

Sleek Boards Marketing Services LLP
sleekboards@gmail.com
or call on +912025463471 / 25421021.
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Office Interiors for InfoCepts Technologies, Pvt. Ltd., SEZ, MIHAN, Nagpur
Ar. Mukul Kulkarni - Email : mukul.kulkarni@whitedesignmail.com
Ar. Mukul Kulkarni, Bachelor of Architecture (Honors), VRCE, Nagpur, 1979 - Stood First with Honors
in the Nagpur University. Master of Design (M. Des), Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, 1981.
Studied Industrial Design at the University of Kansas, Kansas, USA, 1983/84.
Academic profile :
• Professor for 14 years at LAD College and PIADS, Nagpur, teaching Furniture, Interior and Product
Design apart from Architectural Design
• Chief Design Officer of Blowplast Ergonomics from 2002 to 2006
• Dean (Design) at Priyadarshini Institute of Architecture and Design Studies, Nagpur
• Associate member of The Indian Institute of Architects and Member, Council of Architecture
Current Position : Principal Designer of “White Design”, in Nagpur.
The smell of freshly brewed coffee fills up the senses, as one
enters the office of the future. Painted in the original black and
yellow colours, a Premier Padmini Taxi sits right outside the
reception to welcome one and all in this Out of the Box IT
office.
With the technological evolution changing dramatically in the
past few decades, it is imperative to keep pace with times and
trends changing the nature of workspace and the way work in
offices is carried out.
Conceptualised, designed and created to allow more
efficiency, and productivity, the office envelopes one with its
bright and chirpy colours, innovative spaces and furniture and
off-beat areas to let the creativity of the user flow without any
hinderance.

have given way to more openness. Walls and barriers have
paved way for transparency. Offices have turned into more of
community hubs.

This prestigious project started with receiving the design brief
from InfoCepts in Oct 2016. The brief said that they wanted an
OPEN PLAN OFFICE with no cabins for any of their employees
and loads of spaces meant of interaction and collaboration.

And, the studies say that, actual efficiency concerning workers
is in direct co-relation to just how comfortable they think they
are when working.

During our research which began after we received the brief
and after having more discussions with the team we came to
the conclusions that the contemporary offices have moved
from the traditional cultures to a more dynamic ones. Cabins

The core values of the company, the vision and transparency
all had to be created and the spaces thus transformed into
more open and free-flowing on one single floor of 50,000sqft
area.
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The spaces albeit designed for an IT office has quirky elements
such as a Taxi, Bus, Scooters and even a Bridge inside the
facility.
The Architects' relentless approach in creating and visualizing
an unconventional office with the comforts of a home and
productivity unhampered led to the concept of “The Friendly
Neighbourhood”.
As the name suggests,“The Friendly Neighbourhood” concept
evolved keeping in mind the young and power packed age
group of 23-27 years of the employees/associates, the design
unfolded to be a complete package of fun, seriousness,
productivity, transparency, openness and collaboration.
With the main neighbourhood theme, it is essential /
imperative to note that as, “no two houses look alike in a
neighbourhood”, the designers took care while creating each
and every corner in this office. Knitted seamlessly as one
fabric, different zones have their own ambience and charm.
As one meanders on the pathway that connects all zones in the
office, the bright colours, natural light and fresh vibes instil a
positive emotion in the individual, allowing them to not just
use but also experience the very space.
The facility is divided into 16 zones wherein the separation of
zones is done by the change in colour and the art in that zone.
Each zone comprises of work-stations, discussion areas,
break-out areas, resource rooms, pods, making it self –
sufficient and very convenient to the user.
The Data-Visualisation Art in all the zones, inspired by the
nature around us, along with the technological language used
by this IT company is a delightful combination that not only
bonds the individuals together but imparts a feeling of being a
part of a larger community.
Equipped with an in-house Auditorium, a Central Atrium,
Library, Meditation rooms, Wellness rooms for relaxation,
Crèche facilities, the office serves as a second home for its
employees.
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An in-house Auditorium designed for Multi-functional
activities as seminars, workshops, meetings and even
individual working is wrapped in colourful 'Kalamkari fabric'
and overlooks the serene gardens outside offering a calm and
yet cheerful atmosphere.
In a space where the number of workstations that could be
easily accommodated would touch 500, this office houses only
368 workstations precisely. Keeping in mind the employees'
well-beingsuch lavish arrangement allows the employees to
be much more relaxed as well as comfortable in their work
environment.
Movement around the office has never been easier. Walk,
pedal away on cycle or ride the Segway to freely roam in the
space and following the main pathway, that is clearly
demarcated ensuring that one will never get lost!
The Pods are essentially contemplative spaces where one or
more individuals can focus and also concentrate better. These
pods are spread across all the zones for single, twin as well for
4-6 users. The single pods form a sort of a cocoon around the
individual allowing the user to be in his own space. Pods for
more individuals have been so designed keeping the privacy in
the pod intact as well as connectivity to the other areas. Tables
and partitions with writing surfaces are multi-functional as
well as provide the desired aesthetics to the spaces.
As there are no cabins, the Office has a number of open, semienclosed and enclosed spaces for meetings and discussions.
The enclosed spaces include the resource rooms/conference
rooms, training room, video-conferencing room, telephone
booths of yesteryear and even the Bus. Meeting rooms are for
2 to 20 to choose from, depending on the users. Meeting
rooms, are equipped with the latest technology gadgets, from
screens, microphones to writing panels that can slide back
when not in use. The telephone booths are great for
discussion, working and even attending calls. All the spaces
thus designed, have a distinctive character of their own,
blending into one whole family.
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From exposed brick work, raw and rustic textures, to simply
soft pastels, the harmony in the office is very subtly
maintained.
A lot of recycled material has been used in the interiors. One
such example is that of a shipping container. A shipping
container has been remodelled and now functions as a
meeting room in the office. Brightly painted in yellow, the
graphics remind you of an original container, just sprinkled
with some humour. The container houses transparent chairs
and a clear acrylic table with a glass top, allowing the
technology of cables and wires to be visible, and thus making it
such a holistic experience.

Layout Plan
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User friendly designs allow the office to be more of an
experience that just a workspace to its employees. The library
essentially is a large boxed partition that houses books as wells
as stools for seating. In another example, Writing panels, act
not only as impromptu discussion areas, but divide the space
they are placed in, effortlessly. Flexibility to the function of a
space depends solely on the user in this office.
Special care has been taken the differently-abled. Large
passageways, ramps and toilet for the same ensure that they
have no issues in Mobility in the office spaces.
From a table that turns into a bench, to a discussion area that
allows you to sit even cross-legged if one wishes, the office is
no less than a Wonderland! A bridge, not simply connecting
two zones, but forming areas of unexpected encounters and
accidental collaboration is another such element in this
facility. Inspiring corners to sit in, from spaces that are dipped
in a plethora of colours to spaces where white is the only
colour and the very vibe of your personality perks up the
space, this fantasy/dream is a life led by the young members of
this company.
Potted plants, big and small add life to this colourful
surrounding. As one looks around, one is greeted by tiny plants
that sit atop the storage cabinets or the bigger ones along the
pathway that is clearly defined.

Street lights, park benches and Bollywood posters add to the
decor of the neighbourhood.
The Bus with vibrant graffiti takes each one back to the school
days, providing a gentle reminder of life's simple pleasures and
treasures. The bus, not only for recreation, doubles up as a
meeting room with a enlivening view of the office.
Food kiosks (nukkads) equipped with coffee machines,
refrigerators, snacks and water dispenser are just hard to miss.
Having their own colour and character, they have been
specifically positioned, making it easier for the employees to
access as and when the need be.
The central Atrium with a volume of 5 floors creates a feeling
of vastness and depth at the same time. An amoebic shaped
community table dipped in the soothing white colour sits in
the centre of this Atrium. Each flank is differently designed
giving you the comfort of a beach chair, bench, high-table or a
normal table and stool to choose from. The zesty orange
painted Food-van stands in the Atrium along with various
options for seating. The Water Cascade and the Vertical
landscape lend the space a certain calmness. And, for the few
adventurous ones, the Rock-Climbing wall is the place to be!
The open dynamic office pops with colour and vibrancy, the
contradictory elements, patterns, textures and rich hues
harmoniously blend in with the subtle environment around.
The spaces are filled with energy, and the atmosphere being
friendly and unconstrained is the cherry on the cake for the
company to unleash their creativity and soar to greater
heights!
Seeing the employees' reaction was the much-needed
feedback as the office space demanded not just a change but
an entire paradigm shift in the thinking which resulted in
creating positive vibes so much so as the environment around
was homelier and a part of a community rather than a regular
monotonous office.
Its working at home-but from the office!!
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AN APPEAL
Dear Friends,
It gives me immense pleasure and satisfaction to inform you that a long cherished desire of the members of
the Institute of owning the IIA Head Office premises at Prospect Chambers Annexe, Fort, Mumbai of which
we are the tenants for the last several decades has fructified.
Friends, we have finally entered into an agreement to purchase, with the Owners of the premises for a price of
Rs. 1.25 crores. Applicable Stamp Duty and other fees amounting to Rs.6.55 lakhs along with a token advance
of Rs. 1 lakh has already been paid.
I congratulate all the members of the Institute for this achievement in the Centenary Year of I.I.A.
I also take liberty of appealing to all the Chapters/Centres/Sub-Centres and also individual members of the
Institute to handsomely contribute to meet the requirement of the balance payment to be made to the
Owners.
“Wishing you all the Best once again”.
With warm regards,
Ar. Divya Kush
President
The Indian Institute of Architects
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